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DARK WEB MONITORING
The industry’s most actionable dark web threat intelligence solution

Cut Through Log Toil
and Get Actionable Insight
The Dark Web is a great source of threat intelligence to understand direct or potential threats to your organization. Activity and
chatter in the dark web can predict potential attacks and getting insight into this ecosystem is critical to stopping data breaches.
Understanding the criminal underground in the dark web is difficult, and you need to trust a solution to have dark web expertise to
help you navigate this plight.
However, many solutions offer dark web monitoring that is hard to parse and difficult to glean actionable insight. Many solutions
on the market display complex logs that require time and effort to figure out appropriate next steps. Organizations not only need
visibility into these criminal activities but an easy, intuitive way to take action and stay ahead of these threats.

Bolster
Dark Web Monitoring
Bolster allows organizations to gain visibility across open, deep, and dark web sources including ToR, I2P sites, IRC and Telegram
channels, criminal forums and marketplaces, paste sites and more. Using the most accurate Dark Web data sources, Bolster is
able collect, analyze, and cache data and then organize it in a stunning visualization for companies to get actionable insight.
Leveraging patented machine learning and natural language processing, organizations can not only get an easy-to-use, intuitive, and
consumable dashboard, they can get risk level recommendations and see predict future threats.

Get Visibility
Take Action
With a dashboard that gives you high fidelity visualization into the direct or potential threats to your organization, the next step is
to mitigate any risk from the dark web exposure. However, engaging with an adversary might not yield the results you expect as
engaging with criminals can always yield unpredictable and volatile results. However, Bolster gives you the control to take proactive
steps within your own organization to protect against future attacks. With market tested use cases and curated recommendations,
Bolster allows organizations to set up playbooks for when certain data is detected on the dark web.
When an organization’s sensitive data is detected, Bolster playbooks create a customized response such as alerting team members
in the organization who is relevant to the threat, such as human resources, legal, or fraud teams or creating a ticket for IT to instantly
issue a password reset. Every playbook is curated to an organization’s specific needs and provide fast and effective responses.
Bolster playbooks can also integrate into existing SIEM or SOAR platforms to allow your SOC team to conduct digital forensics.
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How Bolster Helps
Understand Early Warnings to Targeted Attacks
Get visibility into illicit activity such as malware and phishing kits, pre-built exploits, and underground activity and chatter. Gather
threat intelligence across the dark web and predict how threat actors will behave and act. Bolster allow organizations to easily
identify criminal intentions and automate a response to reduce overall risk.

Discover Hacking Tools, Exploit Kits, and Relevant Chatter
Monitoring the forums and channels on the dark web allows organizations to uncover hacker tactics and tools used to launch
attacks, test for weaknesses, and cause potential data breaches. Understand how these exploits, tools, and relevant chatter affect
your organization and how that information can help coordinate a response.

Set Up Instant and Curated Responses to Threats
Configure responses to the types of threats that are found on the dark web for risk mitigation and data breach defense. Every
organization has specific needs based on their vertical, size, and business goals. Select from curated response to breach data and
threats on the dark web to have the most effective risk mitigation strategy internally.

Count on a Team of Experts for 24/7 Support
Rely on a team of dark web experts that can help you not only monitor your adversaries but offer real time support 24/7/365.
Bolster’s security support team will help you parse through the threats and implement strong security controls in response to
potential data breaches. Benefit from having an experienced team that is hands-on to help you navigate through the alerts,
escalations, and responses.

Bolster builds AI/ML technology to protect regular citizens from bad actors on the
Internet. Your favorite brands from technology to eCommerce trust our platform to
detect and teakdwon threats that misght atack their customers, employees, or partners.
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